MILLIONAIRE LIFE ON ZERO BUDGET
What does the world love of us - what does it want and need more of?
How much of your Life and Work is aligned with holistic bliss?
This might be a hard question. Most of us, even if we have relative creative or mental freedom at
work, still dream of some intangible Other Place - a situation where we’re much more in-tune and
much more deeply satisfied: where our very molecules are aligned with what we’re working at or
who we’re interacting with each day.

Where do we best know this intangible sense of super-well-being from?
Describe below your favourite memories of moments and interactions when you have been most
meaningfully engaged in the world. What are the hints that the world is giving you about where
your energy is best placed? What makes you feel most part of Life?
When have you felt at one with your surroundings, and full of a sense of interconnectedness,
harmony and purpose? Can you describe the atmosphere, the beauty of these happenings? Where
have you felt most useful as a human being: supporting or inspiring others, rousing enthusiastic
responses from those around you, or genuinely moving others? What have you been most genuinely
thanked for?
It might not even be that you’ve received applause, encores, or the most Likes on social media, but
there will be moments in which each one of us have created or presented something in the world,
and the world has become that little bit more colourful or alive - people have been made content
or happier, the landscape has become cleaner or more fruitful, a building has become more
habitable or harmonious.
It might be something that we think was too ‘small’ in effect, but at the time, inside it felt GOOD,
and outside we knew the world was BETTER.
We might need more inquiry into this, to open up memories and find the truth of what we’ve
achieved. Try to focus on what you know in your heart and depths to be most meaningful. I.e. it’s
not about you serving others but feeling left emptied - think instead about the times where there
was that perfect overlap between your beautiful engagement, and the world resonating along with
you, glad of you.

It may take some time - don’t feel pressured to force it all out in the now: mull over the inquiry for
a day or two or add to it in the next week. Even when we’re sure in our minds of our life purpose, it
takes time for the deeper, non-logical Truth to rise up into our lovely brain.

What comes up for you in this exercise? Is there an obvious clarity or even a subtle hint from the Universe,
about what you’re meant to be mastering and radiating effortlessly outwards?

